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**FREE SAMPLER** Sneak a peek at Sirocco before its
release in May! This exclusive free sampler includes recipes
for a fantastic feast to enjoy at home. Out in May, Sirocco
will bring tastes of the East to Western-style dishes in a
collection of 100 delicious and accessible recipes. With an
emphasis on simple ingredients and strong flavours,
Ghayour will bring her modern inspirational touch to a
variety of dishes ranging from classics and comfort food to
spectacular salads and sweet treats. Praise for Persiana:
'Loving Persiana' - Nigella Lawson 'An instant classic' Observer Food Monthly 'The most exciting debut
cookbook of the year' - Sunday Telegraph Stella 'A fantastic
treasure trove of good food' - Raymond Blanc 'Sumptuous,
thrilling, learned and downright brilliant' - Mail on Sunday
'The most appetizing book - I want to eat every page of it' Pierre Koffmann 'Sabrina cooks the kind of food I love to
eat' - Bruno Loubet 'Brilliant for the novice, the timepoor
and even the seasoned cook' - Guardian 'Will have you
salivating with Pavlovian gusto on page after page' Independent 'This book will delight fans of Ottolenghi-style
food' - Waitrose Kitchen 'Easy to decipher, packed with lots
of flavour and... surprisingly easy to pull off' - Huffington
Post 'A gorgeously produced ode to richly spiced, exotic
food from the Middle East and beyond' - A Little Bird 'The
latest doyenne of Persian food' - Metro
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No one loves a get-together more than Gizzi, so in her latest
book she shows you how to create delicious, crowd-pleasing
fare for every occasion. Christmas dinner with all the
trimmings, a New Year's brunch or a frightful feast for
Halloween: whatever the occasion, you will find something
special to share with the ones you love. Recipes include
Boxing Day turkey mole enchiladas, Bonfire night sausage
casserole, Thanksgiving clambake and Dense chocolate
Christmas cake. Praise for the bestselling Gizzi's Healthy
Appetite: 'A great collection of food you'll really want to eat'
- Tom Kerridge 'The Korean fried chicken is our go-to
indulgence... there's no excuse for such dishes not to feature
regularly in your midweek menu' - Stylist 'A seriously smart
foodie authority' - GQ
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'Ghayour is
responsible for making Persian food fashionable, and her
new book does not disappoint. It is a joyous celebration of
gathering friends and family around a table laden with
abundance.' - Sunday Times Ireland 'Sabrina Ghayour
knows how to throw a party: serve big dishes of beautifully
spiced food and let everyone dig in.' - OLIVE 'Sabrina
Ghayour's Middle-Eastern-plus food is all flavour, no fuss and makes me very, very happy' - NIGELLA LAWSON In
Feasts, the highly anticipated follow up to the award-winning
Persiana & no. 1 bestseller Sirocco, Sabrina Ghayour
presents a delicious array of Middle-Eastern dishes from
breakfasts to banquets and the simple to the sumptuous.
Enjoy menus and dozens of recipes for celebrations and
occasions with family & friends, such as summer feasts,
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quick-fix feasts and brunch. Recipes include: Whipped
ricotta toasts Savoury pork & fennel baklava Tamarind sticky
ribs Grilled corn in harissa mayo Roasted cod loins with wild
thyme Spiced rhubarb cake with cinnamon cream White
chocolate, cardamom & macadamia squares Praise for
Sabrina Ghayour: 'The golden girl of Persian cookery' Observer 'The new queen of Eastern cooking' - delicious.
'Sabrina Ghayour...has made us mad for Persian Cuisine' Grazia 'Princess of Persia' - Metro
New Proclamation Commentary on Feasts, Holy Days, and
Other Celebrations continues the tradition of excellent
biblical commentary that users of the seasonal New
Proclamation volumes have come to expect. This volume
offers essential historical background about each of thirtyfive so-called lesser feasts and places each day into the
context of the church year. Quotes related to the festival day
from prayers, liturgies, and other sources have been included
to help enliven the sermon and enhance worship, along with
other guidance for preaching. Commentary and
recommended texts for ten national days and nonliturgical
celebrations are also included.
People of the Day 3
Bazaar
Gizzi's Season's Eatings
Skinny Weeks and Weekend Feasts
Simply
Recipes, Music, Poetry, Cocktails
In Feasts, the highly-anticipated follow-up to the bestPage 3/27
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selling Persiana: Recipes from the Middle East and
Beyond (2014) and Sirocco: Fabulous Flavors from
the East (2016), award-winning chef Sabrina
Ghayour presents a delicious array of authentic
Middle Eastern dishes inspired by the celebratory
feasts of her childhood in Iran but tailored to how we
live and cook today. This beautifully photographed
book features recipes accessible to home cooks
everywhere. Feasts is a sumptuous celebration of
Persian food featuring more than 90 sophisticated
yet approachable recipes for breakfast and brunch,
weeknights, weekends, summer meals, vegetarian
dishes, festive occasions, and comfort food. The
author, who teaches cooking, is an expert on Middle
Eastern food, and her voice is authoritative but
friendly, making the recipes very accessible even to
the most inexperienced cook. Chapter intros brim
with passion for her homeland’s culinary delights,
and her recipe methods are easy to follow. The
author also provides suggestions for complete
menus. From finger foods, mezze dishes, entrees,
sides, desserts, and drinks, Feasts is a
mouthwatering tour of Persian food for today’s home
cook. Chapters and a sampling of recipes: Breakfast
& Brunch: Goat cheese & filo pies, Cheddar & feta
frittata with peppers, herbs & pul biber, Apple,
cinnamon & raisin loaf with nigella honey butter
Weekend Feasts: Pan-fried lamb steaks preserved
lemon, cilantro & garlic, Pear & thyme tart, Mint tea
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mojito Quick-Fix Feasts: Spicy halloumi salad with
tomatoes & fried bread, Harissa skirt steak
sandwiches, Roasted apricots with ricotta, honey &
pistachio crunch Vegetarian Feasts: Carrot, orange,
ginger & walnut dip, Roasted Portobello mushrooms
with pine nuts & halloumi, Garlic, fenugreek & cumin
flatbreads Summer Feasts: Butterflied leg of lamb
with pomegranate salsa, Pomegranate, cucumber &
pistachio yogurt, Peach, feta & mint salad Lighter
Feasts: Yogurt & harissa marinated chicken,
Smoked salmon with capers, olives & preserved
lemons, Eggplant rolls with goat cheese, herbs &
walnuts Special Occasions: Jumbo prawns with
tomato, dill & fenugreek, Beer roasted pork shoulder
with plum sauce, Saffron roast potatoes, Charred
cauliflower steaks with tahini, harissa honey sauce &
preserved lemons, Cherry, dark chocolate & mint
parfait Comfort Food: Black garlic, tapenade, & feta
rolls, Lamb kofta roll, Harissa-infused leg of lamb
with fenugreek & lime, Freekeh, tomato & chickpea
pilaf
Steep verdant rice terraces, ancient rainforest and
fire-breathing volcanoes create the landscape of the
world's largest archipelago. Indonesia is a travellers'
paradise, with cuisine as vibrant and thrilling as its
scenery. For these are the original spice islands,
whose fertile volcanic soil grows ingredients that
once changed the flavour of food across the world.
On today's noisy streets, chilli-spiked sambals are
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served with rich noodle broths, and salty peanut
sauce sweetens chargrilled sate sticks. In homes,
shared feasts of creamy coconut curries, stir-fries
and spiced rice are fragrant with ginger, tamarind,
lemongrass and lime. The air hangs with the tang of
chilli and burnt sugar, citrus and spice. Eleanor Ford
gives a personal, intimate portrait of a country and its
cooking, the recipes exotic yet achievable, and the
food brought to life by stunning photography.
In this brilliant and gripping medical detective story.
Richard Rhodes follows virus hunters on three
continents as they track the emergence of a deadly
new brain disease that first kills cannibals in New
Guinea, then cattle and young people in Britain and
France -- and that has already been traced to food
animals in the United States. In a new Afterword for
the paperback, Rhodes reports the latest U.S. and
worldwide developments of a burgeoning global
threat.
In Britain, we have always had an awkward
relationship with food. We've been told for so long
that we are terrible cooks and yet according to a
2012 YouGov survey, our traditional food and drink
are more important to us than the monarchy and at
least as significant as our landscape and national
monuments in defining a collective notion of who we
are. Taking nine archetypically British dishes - Pie
and Peas, A Cheese Sandwich, Fish and Chips,
Spag Bol, Devonshire Cream Tea, Curry, The Full
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English, The Sunday Roast and a Crumble with
Custard - and examining them in their perfect
context, Pete Brown reveals just how fundamental
food is to Britain's sense of identity, perhaps even
our sense of pride, and the ways in which we
understand our place in the world.
The 3rd book from the bestselling author of
Persiana, Sirocco, Bazaar and Simply
Beyond Bratwurst
Vibrant vegetarian and plant-based recipes: The 4th
book from the bestselling author of Persiana,
Sirocco, Feasts and Simply
A Rediscovery of British Food from Before the War
Appetite
Rick Stein’s Secret France
Easy everyday dishes: The 5th book from the
bestselling author of Persiana, Sirocco, Feasts and
Bazaar
Romania is a true cultural melting pot,
rooted in Greek and Turkish traditions in the
south, Hungarian and Saxon in the north and
Slavic in the east and west. Carapathia, the
first book from food stylist and cooking
enthusiast Irina Georgescu, aims to introduce
readers to Romania's bold, inventive and
delicious cuisine. Bringing the country to
life with stunning photography and recipes,
it will take the reader on a culinary journey
to the very heart of the Balkans, exploring
it's history and landscape through it's
traditions and food. From fragrant pilafs,
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sour borsch and hearty stews, to intricate
and moreish desserts, this book celebrates
the dishes from a culture living at the
crossroads of eastern and western traditions.
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER SHORTLISTED FOR
THE EDWARD STANFORD TRAVEL WRITING AWARDS
iNews Best cookbooks for Christmas 2019
bazaar noun: a market in the Middle East
Bazaar is a colourful, flavourful and
satisfying celebration of vegetable dishes,
designed to suit every occasion and every
palate. The magic of this cookbook is that
you won't feel like anything is missing, with
dishes full of easy-to-achieve flavours and
depth that would win over even the most diehard carnivore. Each recipe utilizes the
abundance of varied flavour profiles of the
East, from spices, herbs and perfumed
aromatics to hearty staples such as grains
and pulses, combined with plenty of fresh
fruit and vegetables. You will find salads
for all seasons, spectacular sides, bowl
comfort, moreish mains and sweet treats.
Recipes include: Grilled halloumi flatbreads
with preserved lemon & barberry salsa Roasted
tomato & chilli soup with herb-fried croutons
Roast vegetable bastilla Grilled tofu salad
with tamarind & miso dressing Potato, ricotta
& herb dumplings with walnuts & pul biber
butter Feta, pul biber & oregano macaroni
bake Courgette, orange & almond cake with
sweet yogurt frosting PRAISE FOR BAZAAR:
'What (Sabrina) brings to the page is her
warmth, brio and sheer greedy enthusiasm for
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bright and bold flavours, and her
understanding that food is there not just to
excite, but also to comfort' - Nigella Lawson
'Another absolute beauty...I don't think she
could write a dull recipe if she tried. Every
one an elegantly spiced delight' - Tom ParkerBowles 'Sabrina Ghayour's gorgeous vegetarian
recipes are hard to resist' - Red magazine
'This book is likely to become a well-thumbed
tome for me' - The Caterer 'The recipes are
vibrant, colourful and wonderfully creative'
- Delicious Magazine PRAISE FOR SABRINA
GHAYOUR 'The golden girl of Persian cookery'
- Observer 'Sabrina Ghayour's Middle-Eastern
plus food is all flavour, no fuss - and makes
me very, very happy' - Nigella Lawson
At last, vegetarian and vegan food Bikers'
style! In this brand-new collection of downto-earth yet satisfying meat-free dishes, Si
and Dave have gathered together their most
hearty and warming comfort food ... that just
happen to be vegetarian! Triple tested, with
maximum taste and minimum fuss, these recipes
are simply epic. Si and Dave have been on a
mission. They've travelled the world to
discover the very best meat-free recipes that
shake off the dull and add the delicious.
There's no meaty sacrifice here, just
fantastic food.From the ultimate veggie
curries to the perfect crowd-pleasing tray
bakes, satisfying soups, pastas and pies to a
veggie twist on burgers, barbecues and a
banging breakfast brunch, The Hairy Bikers'
Veggie Feasts is bursting with meat-free
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delights you'll turn to time and time again,
all made with ingredients that can be bought
easily and won't cost the earth.With savoury
favourites like Chilli Bean Bake and Indian
Shepherd's Pie, snacks including Pickled
Onion Bhajis and Cheese and Marmite Scones,
and sweet treats like Jammy Dodgers and the
ultimate Chocolate Brownies, this new
cookbook will be your meat-free bible.Si and
Dave have made it even easier - and more
delicious - to eat meat free. These recipes
are a real turnip for the books ... so get
cooking and enjoy.
Days of the Lord is an excellent guide to the
riches of the Church's liturgy, and a welcome
companion to the Sacramentary, the Liturgy of
the Hours, and the Lectionary. First
published in Belgium, this outstanding seven
volume series will enable all Christians to
enter into the mystery of the liturgical
year, to pray with understanding, to proclaim
the beauty and wealth of the liturgy. More
than a thorough commentary on the readings,
more even than a reflection on the liturgical
seasons, this series comprehends the totality
of the liturgical year-that vehicle developed
by the Church to express, summarize, and
present "the whole mystery of Christ," the
mystery that we are called to profess and
celebrate every day. Since this mystery
belongs to all Christians, the writers of
this series have written their reflections
with the average reader in mind. Yet the
knowledge and insight that they bring to this
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work make it invaluable even to those who are
themselves well versed students of the
liturgical calendar. Readers will come away
not only with a greater understanding of the
liturgical year, its structure and meaning,
but with a deepened appreciation of the
prayer life the liturgical year provides
through its structure.
Classic Recipes and the Ingenious Hacks That
Make Them Faster, Simpler and Tastier
A History of Food in Germany
The instant No. 1 Sunday Times bestseller
Arabella Boxer's Book of English Food
A Bit of a Stretch
Library of Congress Subject Headings
Food from the heart of Romania
The story of the Burgundian elite and its
remarkable court and culture, a medieval and
early modern epic of dynastic struggle,
artistic achievement and eventual extinction.
A selection of quick and easy recipes, all
featuring John Gregory-Smith's signature
Middle Eastern twist, which will make you
feel excited about cooking again.
THE INSTANT NUMBER ONE SUNDAY TIMES
BESTSELLER 'Profound, witty and uplifting'
Observer 'Full of eloquent, cogent and
positive reminders of the beauty of life'
Independent The Comfort Book is a collection
of consolations learned in hard times and
suggestions for making the bad days better.
Drawing on maxims, memoir and the
inspirational lives of others, these
meditations offer new ways of seeing
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ourselves and the world. This is the book to
pick up when you need the wisdom of a friend,
the comfort of a hug or a reminder that hope
comes from unexpected places.
'A joyous treasure trove' Michael Morpurgo 'A
delight' Tom Jones 'A Tour De Force' Roger
Phillips Cook your way around the world with
Cerys Matthews' Where the Wild Cooks Go, with
a Spotify playlist ready for each country, as
well as poems, proverbs, curiosities and some
very surprising aspects of world history. The
pages of her 'folk cookbook' are brim-full of
generations' old nuggets of wisdom, as well
as stories about Catatonia touring days and
other escapades, plus over a hundred recipes
and cocktail ideas from 15 countries. Easy
haggis, vegan haggis, jambalaya, cawl,
traditional and vegan Welsh cakes, tequila
prawns, chocolate and Guinness fondants,
thousand hole pancakes, pineapple and chilli,
potato, chickpea and coconut curry, dahl and
hedgerow salad are just some of delicious,
sustainable and fuss free ideas served in
this beautiful book.
Menus, stories and places
Carpathia
Deadly Feasts
New Proclamation Commentary on Feasts, Holy
Days, and Other Celebrations
The Comfort Book
In Defence of British Food
Sirocco

Real French home cooking with all the
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recipes from Rick's new BBC Two series.
Over fifty years ago Rick Stein first set
foot in France. Now, he returns to the
food and cooking he loves the most ... and
makes us fall in love with French food all
over again. Rick’s meandering quest
through the byways and back roads of rural
France sees him pick up inspiration from
Normandy to Provence. With characteristic
passion and joie de vivre, Rick serves up
incredible recipes: chicken stuffed with
mushrooms and Comté, grilled bream with
aioli from the Languedoc coast, a duck
liver parfait bursting with flavour, and a
recipe for the most perfect raspberry tart
plus much, much more. Simple fare,
wonderful ingredients, all perfectly
assembled; Rick finds the true essence of
a food so universally loved, and far
easier to recreate than you think.
It's a myth that to make the very best
versions of classic dishes, they have to
be prepared from scratch. It's actually a
well-known fact in the food industry that
chefs have always used shortcuts. But home
cooks have not always had the same
privilege. From her extensive experience,
Rosie has distilled over 60 classic
recipes, such as eggs Benedict, spaghetti
and meatballs and lemon meringue pie, and
applied every time-saving tip, flavour
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boost and genius twist that she has to
produce failsafe recipes. The Shortcut
Cook is here to make your life in the
kitchen bolder, brighter and a whole lot
easier. These are world-over favourites
that people love to eat and aspire to cook
– ready in a flash.
FeastsThe 3rd book from the bestselling
author of Persiana, Sirocco, Bazaar and
SimplyHachette UK
After falling in love through their shared
passion for food, Itamar Srulovich and
Sarit Packer launched Honey & Co., one of
London's hottest new restaurants, in 2012.
Since opening the doors, they have created
exquisite dishes, delectable menus, and an
atmosphere that's as warm, inviting, and
exotic as the food they serve. Recipes
include spreads and dips, exquisitely
balanced salads, one-pan dishes, simple
fragrant soups, rich Persian entrees, the
tagines of North Africa, the Sofritos of
Jerusalem, and the herb-infused stews of
Iran. Honey & Co. brings the flavors of
the Middle East to life in a wholly
accessible way, certain to entice and
satisfy in equal measure. "Honey & Co.'s
food -- taking its cue from generations of
dedicated home cooks -- captures
everything that is generous, hearty, and
delicious in the Middle East."-Yotam
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Ottolenghi
Fire Islands
How to eat a peach
Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics:
Dravidians-Fichte
Where the Wild Cooks Go
The Diaries of a Prisoner
Honey & Co.
A Moveable Feast
bazaar noun: a market in the Middle East Bazaar is a
colorful, flavourful and satisfying celebration of
vegetable dishes, designed tosuit every occasion and
every palate. The magic of this cookbook is that you
won't feel like anything is missing, with dishes full of
easy-to-achieve flavors and depth that would win over
even the most die-hard carnivore. Each recipe utilizes the
abundance of varied flavour profiles of the East, from
spices, herbs and perfumed aromatics to hearty staples
such as grains and pulses, combined with plenty of fresh
fruit and vegetables. You will find salads for all seasons,
spectacular sides, bowl comfort, moreish mains and
sweet treats. Recipes include: Grilled halloumi flatbreads
with preserved lemon salsa Charred tomato & roasted
chili soup with herb-fried croutons Root vegetable
bastilla Grilled tofu salad with peanuts, sweet tamarind &
spiced miso dressing Potato, ricotta & herb dumplings
with walnuts & chili butter Feta, pul biber & oregano
macaroni cheese Courgette, orange & almond cake with
sweet orange yogurt frosting
Arabella Boxer's Book of English Food describes the
delicious dishes - and the social conditions in which they
were prepared, cooked and eaten - in the short span
between the two world wars when English cooking
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suddenly blossomed. The food in these wonderful
recipes comes from the great country houses, where
little had changed since Victorian times, the large houses
in London and the south, where fashionable hostesses
vied with each other to entertain the most distinguished
guests at their tables, and less grand establishments, like
those in Bloomsbury where the painters and writers of
the day contrived to lead cultured and civilised lives on
little money. Containing 200 recipes, drawn from cookery
books, magazines of the period, family sources or from
talking to survivors who still remember those days,
Arabella Boxer's Book of English Food is a fascinating
glimpse into another world, and a celebration of English
cooking at its finest.
"A Moveable Feast" by Ernest Hemingway. Published by
Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles
that encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or
yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the
books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has
been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to
produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to
everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Persiana: the new must have cookbook. Sabrina
Ghayour's debut cookbook Persiana is an instant
classic.... The Golden Girl Observer Food Monthly A
celebration of the food and flavours from the regions
near the Southern and Eastern shores of the
Mediterranean Sea, with over 100 recipes for modern and
accessible Middle Eastern dishes, including Lamb & Sour
Cherry Meatballs; Chicken, Preserved Lemon & Olive
Tagine; Blood Orange & Radicchio Salad; Persian
Flatbread; and Spiced Carrot, Pistachio & Coconut Cake
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with Rosewater Cream.
Encyclopædia of Religion and Ethics: Dravidians-Fichte
Pie Fidelity
Recipes from the Middle East & Beyond: The 1st book
from the bestselling author of Sirocco, Feasts, Bazaar
and Simply
Fabulous Flavours from the East
Recipes from Indonesia
A Vanished Empire
Middle Eastern Food to Savor & Share

THE TOP 10 BESTSELLER Easy. Everyday.
Simple. Sabrina Ghayour's new collection of
unmissable dishes in her signature style,
influenced by her love of fabulous flavours, is
full of delicious food that can be enjoyed with a
minimum of fuss. With sections ranging from
Effortless Eating to Traditions With a Twist,
Simply provides over 100 bold and exciting
recipes that can be enjoyed every day of the
week. CONTENTS Chapter one: Effortless Eating
Including Spiced carrot & tamarind soup; Date &
ginger chicken wings; Baked sweet potato &
za'atar chips; Spring onion salad Chapter two:
Traditions with a Twist Including Green hummus;
Kabab koobideh; Persian tahchin; Tahdig e
macaroni; Mamen Maleh's borscht; Adas polow
Chapter three: The Melting Pot Including Steak
tartines with tarragon & paprika butter; Chilled
pistachio & cucumber soup; Ghayour house
chicken kari Chapter four: Something Special
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Including Spiced pork wraps with green apple
salsa; Firecracker prawns; Green & black-eyed
bean baklava; Mushroom dumplings Chapter
five: Cakes, Bakes & Sweet Treats Including
Stuffed dates with torched goats' cheese; Lime &
black pepper frozen yogurt; Tahini, almond &
orange brownies
Food Book of the Year at the 2019 André Simon
Food and Drink Book Awards The Sunday Times
Food Book of the Year 'A masterpiece' - Bee
Wilson, The Sunday Times As featured on BBC
Radio 4 The Food Programme 'Books of the Year
2018' 'This is an extraordinary piece of food
writing, pitch perfect in every way. I couldn't love
anyone who didn't love this book.' - Nigella
Lawson Shortlisted for the Irish Book Awards Eurospar Cookbook of the year 'Diana Henry's
How to Eat a Peach is as elegant and sparkling
as a bellini' - The Guardian 'Books of the Year' 'I
adore Diana Henry's recipes - and this is a
fantastic collection. They are simple, but also
have a sense of occasion. The recipes come
from all over the world and each menu has an
evocative story to accompany it. Beautiful.' - The
Times 'Best Books of the Year' '...her best
yet...superb menus evoking place and occasion
with consummate elegance' - Financial Times
'The recipes are superb but, above all, Diana
writes like a dream' - Daily Mail 'Any book from
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Diana Henry is a joy and this canny collection of
menus and stories is no exception' - delicious
(As featured in delicious. magazine Top 10 Food
Books of 2018) 'You can always rely on Diana
Henry. Her prose is elegant and evocative, her
recipes pure and delectably international. This is
perhaps her best yet' - Tom Parker Bowles, The
Mail on Sunday 'Essential Cookbooks Published
This Year' 'No one quite captures a place, a
moment, a taste and a memory like she does. If
you've been there before, you're transported
back but if you haven't not to worry, she takes
you there with her' - The Independent 'Best
Books of the Year' 'The stories associated with
the meals are what draw you in' - The Herald 'The
Year's Best Food Books' 'A life-enhancing book'
- The London Evening Standard 'Best
Cookbooks To Buy This Christmas'
'...enchanting, evocative menus.' - iPaper 'One of
my favourite food writers with a book of 25
themed menus that I can't wait to cook. This is
top of my wish list!' - Good Housekeeping
'Favourite Reads to Gift' When Diana Henry was
sixteen she started a menu notebook (an
exercise book carefully covered in wrapping
paper) in which she wrote up the meals she
wanted to cook. She kept this book for years.
Putting a menu together is still her favourite part
of cooking. Menus aren't just groups of dishes
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that have to work on a practical level (meals that
cooks can manage), they also have to work as a
succession of flavours. But what is perhaps
most special about them is the way they can
create very different moods - menus can take
you places, from an afternoon at the seaside in
Brittany to a sultry evening eating mezze in
Istanbul. They are a way of visiting places you've
never seen, revisiting places you love and
celebrating particular seasons. How to Eat a
Peach contains many of Diana's favourite dishes
in menus that will take you through the year and
to different parts of the world.
‘Delightfully different’ – Delia Smith Ed Balls
was just three weeks old when he tried his first
meal: pureed roast beef and Yorkshire pudding.
While perhaps ill-advised by modern weaning
standards, it worked for him in 1967, and from
that moment on he was hooked on food. Appetite
is a memoir with a twist: part autobiography, part
cookbook, each chapter is a recipe that tells a
story. Ed was taught to cook by his mother, and
now he’s passing these recipes on to his own
children as they start to fly the nest. Sitting
round the table year after year, the world around
us may change, but great recipes last a lifetime.
Appetite is a celebration of love, family, and
really good food.
Capturing the magic and finest festive traditions
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of Fortnum & Mason, Christmas and Other
Winter Feasts gathers together everything you
need to enjoy a truly delicious winter.
Days of the Lord: Solemnities and feasts
The Cookbook
Easy Everyday Dishes from the Bestselling
Author of Persiana
Feasts
The Shortcut Cook
Persiana
Fortnum & Mason: Christmas & Other Winter
Feasts
A Sunday Times Book of the Year (Bee Wilson) A
sweeping culinary journey across the Islamic
world, and a celebration of its most iconic
recipes. A diverse and rich culinary tradition has
evolved in every place touched by Islam, always
characterised by deliciousness and fragrance, a
love of herbs and the deft use of spices. Anissa
Helou's Feast represents an extraordinary
journey through place and time, travelling from
Senegal to Indonesia via the Arab, Persian,
Mughal or North African heritage of so many
dishes. This exploration of the foods of Islam
begins with bread and its myriad variations, from
pita and chapatti to Turkish boreks and
Lebanese fatayer. From humble grains and
pulses come slow-cooked biryanis, Saudi
Arabia's national dish of Lamb kabsa and
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magnificent jewelled rice dishes from Iran and
Pakistan. Instructions for preparing a whole lamb
or camel hump sit alongside recipes for
traditional dips, fresh salads and sharp pickles.
And sugary sweet treats suitable for births,
weddings, morning coffee and after dinner glint
irresistibly after them. With more than 300
recipes, spectacular food photography and lively
anecdotes, Feast is a comprehensive and
dazzling mosaic of Islamic food culture across
the globe.
'Shocking, scathing, entertaining.' Guardian
'Incredibly compelling.' The Times 'Heartbreaking.' Sunday Times Where can a tin of tuna
buy you clean clothes? Where is it easier to get
'spice' than paracetamol? Where does self-harm
barely raise an eyebrow? Welcome to Her
Majesty's Prison Service. Like most people,
documentary-maker Chris Atkins didn't spend
much time thinking about prisons. But after
becoming embroiled in a dodgy scheme to fund
his latest film, he was sent down for five years.
His new home would be HMP Wandsworth, one
of the largest and most dysfunctional prisons in
Europe. With a cast of characters ranging from
wily drug dealers to senior officials bent on
endless reform, this powerful memoir uncovers
the horrifying reality behind the locked gates.
Filled with dark humour and shocking stories, A
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Bit of a Stretch reveals why our creaking prison
system is sorely costing us all - and why you
should care.
The all-new collection of more than 100 fuss-free,
crowd-pleasing recipes for everyday eating from
the author of the award-winning, Sunday Times
bestselling cookbook Persiana. Designed to
ensure maximum flavour with the greatest of
ease - including no-cook, quick-prep, quick-cook
and one-pot dishes, Persiana Everyday is full of
generous, inviting and delicious recipes to cook
again and again for family and friends. PRAISE
FOR SABRINA GHAYOUR 'Sabrina Ghayour's
Middle-Eastern plus food is all flavour, no fuss and makes me very, very happy' - Nigella Lawson
'I don't think she could write a dull recipe if she
tried. Every one an elegantly spiced delight.' Tom Parker Bowles 'The golden girl of Persian
cookery' - Observer CONTENTS INCLUDES Small
Plates Including My Muhammara; Fried feta
parcels with honey; My flavour bomb beans on
toast Salads for All Seasons Including Chicken &
cucumber salad with pul biber & tahini lime
dressing; Courgette, apple, peanut & feta salad
with basil and pul biber; Jewelled tomato salad
Poultry & Meat Including Bloody Mary
spatchcocked chicken; Halloumi fatteh; Speedy
lamb shawarma Fish & Seafood Including
Fragrant roasted haddock; Spicy orange &
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harissa-glazed cod; Marmalade prawns with
barberry, chilli & chive butter Vegetable Love
Including Ash-e-Reshteh; Pomegranate &
harissa roasted aubergine steak; Sticky
tamarind, garlic & tomato green beans Carbs of
All Kinds Including Super-quick smoky tomato
couscous; Lazy Mantí; Tangy bulgur wheat bake
with roasted onions Something Sweet Including
Rhubarb, rose & pistachio trifle pots; Orange &
dark chocolate rubble cake; Cardamom & mocha
rice pudding
Thanks to Oktoberfest and the popularity of beer
gardens, our thoughts on German food are
usually relegated to beer, sausage, pretzels, and
limburger cheese. But the inhabitants of modernday Germany do not live exclusively on
bratwurst. Defying popular perception of the
meat and potatoes diet, Ursula Heinzelmann’s
Beyond Bratwurst delves into the history of
German cuisine and reveals the country’s long
history of culinary innovation. Surveying the
many traditions that make up German food
today, Heinzelmann shows that regional
variations of the country’s food have not only
been marked by geographic and climatic
differences between north and south, but also by
Germany’s political, cultural, and
socioeconomic history. She explores the
nineteenth century’s back-to-the-land
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movement, which called for people to grow food
on their own land for themselves and others, as
well as the development of modern mass-market
products, rationing and shortages under the
Nazis, postwar hunger, and divisions between
the East and West. Throughout, she illustrates
how Germans have been receptive to influences
from the countries around them and frequently
reinvented their cuisine, developing a food
culture with remarkable flexibility. Telling the
story of beer, stollen, rye bread, lebkuchen, and
other German favorites, the recipe-packed
Beyond Bratwurst will find a place on the
shelves of food historians, chefs, and spätzle
lovers alike.
Feasts & Celebrations from Halloween to Happy
New Year
Jamie's Comfort Food
Tracking The Secrets Of A Terrifyin
Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics
A Memoir in Recipes of Family and Food
The Burgundians
Fast Feasts
Scope: theology, philosophy, ethics of various
religions and ethical systems and relevant
portions of anthropology, mythology, folklore,
biology, psychology, economics and sociology.
A revelatory new healthy eating book of two
halves from bestselling author Gizzi Erskine,
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Skinny Weeks and Weekend Feasts will leave you
amazed at what you can eat, rather than being
disappointed by what you can't! Part One, Skinny
Weeks, gives you a delicious, easy-to-stick-to
recipe plan for 6 days of the week, perfect for a 1
- 2lb weight loss per week. Mouthwatering dishes
such as Blackened Mackerel with Roast Tomatoes
and Kaffir Lime Leaves, Korean Beef and Glass
Noodles and Pancetta and Chilli Baked Beans on
Sourdough demonstrate that healthy food needn't
be boring or mean sacrificing bold, exciting
flavours. In Weekend Feasts, Gizzi shows you how
to let your hair down and treat yourself to the
food you love to eat. Choose from a Friday night
feast, a long leisurely brunch, a proper Sunday
lunch or an indulgent afternoon tea and enjoy
some truly decadent food, safe in the knowledge
that you've earned it. Throughout, Gizzi reveals
the secrets of eating the right way day in, day out
- demonstrating how a bit of forethought and
preparation can go a long way towards eating
healthily and enjoying astonishingly satisfying,
flavoursome food with just a fraction of the
expected calories. Sensible, achievable and
utterly delicious, Skinny Weeks and Weekend
Feasts will show you how to have your cake and
eat it...
Feast
The Hairy Bikers' Veggie Feasts
Vibrant Vegetarian Recipes
Persiana Everyday
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Quick, Easy Recipes with a Middle-Eastern Twist
Food of the Islamic World
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